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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we suggest a game system that can support network modules for multi-platform based video games, and build a system that can convert from a single-user game to multi-user game. In this system, we bring in an initial delay buffering scheme on clients to handle any periods of latency occurring from the load fluctuation in a network, when a real-time game is played, and shows that stable play for a game is achieved as the result of the scheme. This paper also presents a retransmission algorithm based on the history of game commands to handle drawbacks of UDP mechanism. And, we evaluate the network delay and packet loss using the simulation tool NS2, and shows the case of 0.3 second buffer delay is the most suitable for recovery.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The current video games and arcade games are for the most part played on various emulators supported by personal computers as a single-user mode. Gaming industries try to provide online mode playing of single-user mode games, but only limited number of games are served in the form of online mode[1,2].

For complete network games, have to be transmitted accurate game data and must be synchronized games, then it can view synchronizing and can play games. Current game synchronization mechanism includes the AI compensation(Dead Reckoning) algorithm based on packet delay and loss and a speedup method through packet skip. Which scheme is actually applied to a game is wholly decided by the characteristics of the game[4,7,10,13].

In order to secure stable game play, some methods to buffer game commands, as well as retransmission algorithm against erroneous packets, are required. Furthermore, any scheme complementing packet loss and error for UDP communication should also be adopted because most of network games are played on preferred UDP communication to support multiple players[4,6,11].

This paper introduces an initial delay buffering scheme for clients to handle any latency time occurring from the load fluctuation in a network when real-time game is played, and suggests a history of game commands based retransmission algorithm to handle drawbacks of UDP mechanism, such as packet losses and errors.

The focus of suggest system is not the issue of retransmission existing packet units but rather focuses on the packets game command data which are found in each packet. Lost game command data can be transmitted, but in the most recent game data, included in the transmissions. It does not involve any increase in costs to the packet.
2. CONCEPT OF GAME PLAYOUT IN THE SUGGESTED SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows a concept of how a network game is played. Network games are synchronized by 2-byte status registers of which contents are decided by keyboards or joysticks and delivered to an input port of the other player.

The main objects and assumptions of the suggested system are as follows.

- Video games generally require better performance than common PC games, and should support and implement 60 frames per second in case of a 3D game.

- Almost current video games, such as PS2, X-Box, etc., support a multi-play mode for simultaneous 2 or 4 players, and can easily support plays on a network when a game engine is accessible through I/O synchronization if game modules and APIs are applied to.

- When a certain solution is applied to PS2 or X-Box level, or the solution plays a role of a library, up to several thousands of video arcade games can be played on a network through simple I/O controls even though source codes are not modified.

- Video arcade games should provide the same views between remote 2 players. It means that coordinates of 3D object movement which is used in common PC network game engines need not be remotely shared. When this notion is actually applied, a lot of synchronization packets can be reduced and the potential following the decrease in the packets are expected once input signals of remote joysticks from 2 remote systems are controlled in the way that those signals are input from a local system and I/O is synchronized based on this kind of signal input.

- The UDP protocol is used to raise speed. A retransmission algorithm should handle any packet loss.

- Views can be synchronized when input signals from remote players’ joysticks are transmitted. And time stamp mechanism and mutual synchronization numbers are used to secure stable and consistent synchronization as well as properly handle latency time in a network. Operational variables in a network, such as jitter and delay, can be controlled by buffer management schemes in order to achieve stable game play.

- Dynamic buffering values are set to improve speed. When any packet does not arrive at the pre-defined time for network failures, some methods should be used to prevent slow display picture, or sometimes stop of picture.

Fig. 1. Concept of P2P network game playout.

3. SUGGESTED SYSTEM

This paper represents how to add network modules to non-network game engines and support real-time network game to be played seamlessly. Data of asynchronous commands should be processed synchronously to allow network games to be played. And, data of commands among network players should be executable independent of characteristics of a network. Furthermore, network games should be played even in a worst case due to network loads.

Consequently, the suggested system in this paper is implemented in the way that it can support stable playout of a real-time network game which consists of modules for handling I/O mapping of game engines, packet loss and buffer management.

3.1 I/O Mapping Processing of a Game Engine

Fig. 2 shows a game emulator having input
command data and transmitted input data stored in a buffer with an interval of Time Stamp. The contents in a buffer, which are status values of keyboards and joypads, are sequentially stored with Sync numbers. If input from keyboards or joypads are not applied, commands are presumed not to happen. But, sequential command data is required to keep synchronization going on. The values in the buffer are status values of hardware buttons of a game emulator, and used to make any required operations.

In Fig. 2, 30 frames to 60 frames per second are displayed when game is played. If an interrupt is hooked with another interrupt when display pictures are scanned, frame playback is stopped and command data from each player stored in a buffer is mapped with assigned joypads. Once an interrupt is returned, command data stored in a buffer is applied to status values of hardware buttons by the game emulator and the game is resumed to go on.

3.2 Buffer Management

Each game client suggested in this paper controls its own buffer, which is provided to secure stable game play. If network jitter or packet loss or error under UDP communication occurs, a game can produce a fatal result. In order to prevent this kind of problem, a checking process should be performed to find out whether or not any packet loss occurs in a transmitted stream. Once any packet loss is detected, buffers are rearranged by the lost packet through a request for history retransmission against the lost packet. If a jitter is occurred, then it can adjust the buffer size to level-2 maximum for adapt the load alteration. If the command data received from a network exceeds the number of data processed and played in a game engine, there is a possibility of an overrun.

When the condition expressed in the Equation (1) and (2) occurs for a certain unit time temporarily, the increased or decreased volume in the remaining command data can be processed within the capacity of a buffer at game client side. But, the condition lasts for a long time out of the capacity of a buffer, any overrun or starvation is expected to occur.

\[
\sum \text{Input Command } i > \sum \text{Playout Command } i \quad (1)
\]

If the number of command data received from a network is less than that of the data processed and played in a game engine, there is a possibility of starvation.

\[
\sum \text{Input Command } i < \sum \text{Playout Command } i \quad (2)
\]

In Fig. 3, the backward threshold is a warning section for starvation so that before actual starvation each player can be notified in this time period. The forward threshold is a time period in which each player can be notified of an overrun. Players receiving these notification signals stop temporarily and resume after buffering delay time.
Buffers are provided as many as the number of game clients playing the game. History buffers store input signals from keyboards and joysticks, which are used when a request for retransmission is received.

For the buffer, an initial value is set to $Ts$. After the $Ts$ time input from user's key is processed as if it is a data stream, and proper values for time stamp is calculated. And, a certain time is add to the transmission time that has slower packet transmission time than the other player, then additional initial buffer value is calculated according to defined formulas.

Until 0.1 sec. to 0.3 sec., even though input from user's key is not reflected just in time on a display screen, there is no problem for a game to proceed. Actually, players can not experience any latency during this period. A buffer gathers command data during the initial delay of 0.3 sec, and after a delay of an input to output connection for 0.3 sec, the game keeps going on. $Ts$

The value of time stamp is decided as follows.

$$(RTT_{max} : \text{Maximum of Round Trip Time},$\quad RTT_{min} : \text{Minimum of Round Trip Time},$\quad FPS : \text{Frame Per Second})$

$$Ts = \max(\frac{RTT_{min}}{2} - \frac{RTT_{max}}{2}, 1/FPS)$$ (3)

### 3.3 Determination of Buffer Size

The buffer size for the system suggested in this paper is set aiming at supporting stable game play as well as optimal synchronization after a game is started. The size can vary according to the number of players and circumstances of network.

The buffer size is first decided at the beginning of a game by the frame rates of each player, round-trip time and jitter allowance. Afterward, the size is re-calculated once any starvation or overrun occurs or any player leaves the game during play.

The initial buffer size is decided as follows. ($B_{de\_lag}$: buffer initial delay)

$$\Delta B_{size} = B_{de\_lag} + RTT_{max} \times TS$$ (4)

When synchronization is set up again for the above reasons, the buffer size is calculated by the following equation.

$$\Delta B_{size} = \frac{B_{de\_lag} - RTT_{max} / 2}{RTT_{max} / 2 - RTT_{min} / 2}$$ (5)

### 3.4 Threshold Section of a Buffer Value

The buffer for game clients has forward and backward threshold section. The backward threshold notifies each player of an expected abnormal condition before command data stored in a buffer is used in all, and requests a processing delay in order to make the buffer filled with data again.

( $\Delta t_{max}$ : maximum latency of arrival command, $\Delta t_{max}$ : maximum jitter of arrival command)

For the above role, thresholds should have time allowance to delay some buffer processing or synchronize buffers again before all resources are consumed.

### 3.5 Retransmission Algorithm

Fig. 5 shows conceptual flow of the retransmission algorithm.

For a transmitted packet, the current sequence number is compared with the previous number. When the result of the comparison shows that the packet is not sequential, the retransmission algorithm is activated following a request for retransmission and according to the extent of time stamp. If time stamp is included in the time period in which user's key is pressed down and a packet does not arrive at a destination, the previous command data is compared with the next command.
data. When the result of the comparison shows discrepancy between them, retransmission is requested. Otherwise, the data is duplicated for further use.

![Retransmission algorithm](image)

**Fig. 5.** Retransmission algorithm.

### 3.6 I/O Based History Retransmission

Fig. 6 represents conceptual flow of an I/O based history retransmission algorithm. The transmitted packet is filtered out first, and the synchronization sequence number and command data is separated before a request for retransmission. The request for packet retransmission is decided on the basis of time stamp. Once the request is generated, a sender transmits a requesting message for retransmission and its game data integrated altogether into control signals. Upon receipt of the requesting packet, a receiver send out the requested game data included into the data which is originally intended to be transmitted.

![I/O based history retransmission flow](image)

**Fig. 6.** I/O based history retransmission flow.

Fig. 7 shows how the receiving process of the history retransmission algorithm is performed. When a packet is arrived, the message type is classified by packet filtering. In case of the analyzed packet is retransmitted one by retransmission algorithm, the whole content of the packet is stored into a buffer. When the classified packet is normal one, current synchronization number and the next number are marked by way of precaution against packet loss or error using the Estimate sync Table. If the currently identified synchronization number differs from an expected number, 'R' is marked in the Retransmit Table, which means that a request for retransmission is going to be included in the normal data subject to being transmitted. The History Transmit Table keeps the history of synchronization number to which senders requested until now.

![Receiving process of the history retransmission algorithm](image)

**Fig. 7.** Receiving process of the history retransmission algorithm.

Fig. 8 shows how the sending process of the history retransmission algorithm is performed. The process operates with an interval of Time Stamp. The data type of the packet to be sent out is decided by the Retransmit Table and History Transmit Table. In addition, the size of the history data is set referring to the History Transmit Table. In case unidentified or un-received synchronization data number is detected according to the contents of the Retransmit Table, a requesting message for retransmission is included into a packet.
4. ANALYSIS OF THE EFFICIENCY OF THE SUGGESTED ALGORITHM

The environment of simulation is shown in Fig. 9(a,b). With NS2 simulation, the efficiency of the suggested algorithm is analyzed. Fig. 10 shows a buffer status having contents with error ratios of 1% and 5%, respectively. The buffer contents are filled during an initial delay of 0.3 sec. and then they are consumed along with playout. From the simulation result, it can be inferred that history based retransmission algorithm can keep a buffer stable even though packet errors occur.

Fig. 11 shows the change of requested retransmission packet size with error ratios of 1% and 5%, respectively. From the simulation result, it can be inferred that the request increases several bytes only in data volume.

Fig. 12 shows the number of requested retransmission with error ratios of 1% and 5%, respectively.

Fig. 13 shows the number of requested packets between the suggested algorithm and other retransmission request with error ratios of 1% and 5%, respectively. Under the suggested algorithm, packets are generated in a uniform manner. On the other hand, in the case of general retransmission,
it shows increase in packet numbers.

Fig. 14 shows the number of requested total packets between the suggested algorithm and other retransmission request with error ratios of 5% and 10%, respectively.

Fig. 15 shows to analyze the process of resynchronization with setting up 0.2 sec. in initial delay and with packet error ratios of 0.8%. In case of short time of initial delay, it can be recognized happening to resynchronization even if the error ratio is low.

Fig. 16 shows the process of resynchronization for simulation analysis make change one node from 30ms to 200ms of delay and the other node from 100ms to 200ms of delay with packet error ratios
of 0.8%.

We tried to analyze the process of resynchronization in Fig.15 and Fig.16. Although network traffic can happen, it was tested the whole time of resynchronization, and the buffer can be changed with downsizing of buffer.

Here, we can see the case of 0.3 sec. buffer delay is the most suitable for recovery. And even if the packet losses are occurred continuously, retransmission packet will be increased resynchronization.

5. CONCLUSION

The suggested algorithm in this paper uses synchronization numbers for frames to check and find out any packet loss, and bring in the Time-stamp mechanism, to detect consecutive packet losses. With this algorithm, along with game play, packets of game commands are transmitted with an interval of the time stamp determined by taking latency time into account to keep the same and synchronized game views. A history of game commands based retransmission algorithm to handle lost packets is designed and implemented as an application protocol. Under the algorithm, control codes required for game play and data of game commands are altogether sent and received with a request for retransmission. It means that a lost packet is retransmitted, if requested against packet loss, with requested game command data so that overhead to retransmit game commands can be eliminated.

If the proportion of packet error is 1%~5% with 0.3 sec in a buffer initial delay, it does play with stable situation. In other case, if the proportion of packet error is over 5%, the only game data are added on it. It means that even if the packet losses are occurred continuously, retransmission packet will not be increased to resynchronization.

Authors have a plan to evaluate the suggested algorithm in a mobile environment, and develop an algorithm which can relay the retransmission to each client from a pivot client showing better network performance as a further research.
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